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Soil analysis
We have carried out
• Visual evaluations = observation
• Quantitative evaluations = real analyzes
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Visual evaluations = observation
The visual assessments were:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Distribution of the shape of the aggregates
Stability of the aggregates
Structure of the aggregates
Soil color
Carbonate content
Colorimetric tests
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Quantitative evaluations = real analyzes
Quantitative assessments were

= analisi reali

1) Sampling
2) Weaving

3) PH calculation
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Soil structure assessment scheme. Distribution of the
size of the aggregates
Description

Judgement
Good condition

Score

distribution of smaller, friable aggregates
with no significant number of clods
Good

Moderate condition

The soil contains a significant percentage of both large clods
and small, consistent and brittle aggregates

Negative condition

Soil dominated by the presence of extremely consistent
clods, the presence of a few small and friable aggregates
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Visual assessments
OBSERVATION
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Soil with good distribution
of aggregates, friable,
smaller, with no significant
number of clods

Soil that contains a
significant percentage of
both large clods and
small consistent
aggregates and small
friable aggregates

Soil dominated by the
presence of extremely
consistent clods, the
presence of a few small
and friable aggregates
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Visual assessments
OBSERVATION

Scheme for evaluating the stability of the aggregates
Opinion
No dispersion
Slight dispersion

Description

Score

No dispersion (even if the aggregate
can break)
Slight dispersion highlighted by a slight
milky water adjacent to the aggregate

Moderate dispersion

Moderate dispersion with evident milkyness

Strong dispersion

Strong dispersion with considerable milkyness
and about one half of the initial volume of
aggregates dispersed towards the outside

Complete dispersion

Complete dispersion of the initial
aggregates in clay, silt and sand
grains
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Strong dispersion

Moderate dispersion

Slight dispersion

No dispersion

Soil structure
Type, size, grade and consistency

Visual assessments
OBSERVATION

GRANULAR
Dimension
diameters <0.5cm.
It is commonly
found in the
superficial horizons
where roots grow

BLOCKS
Irregular blocks
with a diameter
between 1.5 and
5 cm

PRISMATIC
Vertical column
structures up to
several tens of
centimeters
long. Present in
the deep
horizons

COLUMN
Vertical columns
that show a saline
efflorescence on
the top. Present in
soils with a rare
climate. Even
several tens of
centimeters long.

Dimensional
class

Lamellar

Prismatic
and
columnar

Granular
and lumpy

Granular
and lumpy

Cuneiform

Dimensione in millimetri

LAMELLAR
Flat, thin soil
strips that are
arranged
horizontally.
Usually
present in
compact soils.

SINGLE GRAIN
Incoherent
structure, the soil is
separated into
individual particles
that do not adhere
to each other. The
consistency is
usually melted.
Commonly present
in sandy soils

WEDGES
Inclined (along
the line of
maximum
thickness)

MASSIVE
The soil has no
visible structure,
is hard to
fragment and
appears as a large
clod even several
tens of
centimeters

Subtle
Media
Large
Outsize
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COLOR OF THE GROUND

Visual assessments
OBSERVATION
INTENSE BROWN

VERY LIGHT BROWN
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CONTENTS IN CARBONATES

Visual assessments

PROCEDURE
The evaluation is sensory only, both visual and
auditory.
•
•
•
campaign
description and limit
value

Drop a few drops of 1N HCl on the surface of the soil
Observe if bubbles are highlighted and listen if there is a
noise related to the development of CO2
Classify soil based on carbonate content using the table
below
reputable reaction
with hearing

with the view

non carbonate

none

none

very little carbonate

barely noticeable to hardly
audible

none

low
carbonate

Observation

1

perceptible to
moderately audible
moderately to clearly audible
even away from the ear

carbonate

very evident and clear

very carbonatic

very clear and evident

slight effervescence limited to
scarcely visible single granules
generalized effervescence visible from very
close
moderate effervescence; evident bubbles up
to 3 mm in diameter
violent effervescence; evident bubbles even 7 mm in
diameter
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COLORIMETRIC TESTS
Visual assessments
NO3- = 5 ppm

OBSERVATION

5 ppm < NO3- < 10 ppm

NH3 < 0,25 ppm

Cl- > 5 ppm
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Quantitative assessments
real analyzes
SAMPLING
For a correct analysis of the soil it is essential to carry out sampling well.
In fact, the sample must represent the plot to which it refers.
Therefore there are basic rules to follow: get a sampling probe (we used the spade), able to take soil cores
with a diameter of 4-6 cm
the plot from which it is taken must be uniform in color, appearance and crop the coring must be performed in
at least 15 points per hectare following a cross or zig-zag pattern (we used zig-zag) and excluding the
anomalous areas ( ditches, areas near the ditches etc ...).
The sampling depth must be 25-40 cm for herbaceous crops (we have carried out this sampling), while for
tree crops it can be as low as 40-50 cm.
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Quantitative assessments
real analysisi

QUARTATURE

The reduction of the sample, which allows to obtain
the laboratory sample starting from the coarse
sample, was carried out with the surface quartering
method.
The sample is arranged in a square shape on a flat
surface, then it is divided into 4 parts following the
diagonals of the square: the two opposite parts
indicated with (O) are discarded, the two opposite
parts indicated with (X) are mixed again, a new
square is formed and so on, until the desired
quantity of material is obtained.
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WEAVING

Quantitative assessments
real analyzes
The particle size analysis aims to classify and quantify
the particles constituting the second soil
pre-established size classes

skeleton
sand

coarse

56,0 %

thin

fine
earth

coarse
silt

subtle

32 %

clay

18 %
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Quantitative assessments
real analyzes

WEAVING EVALUATION

Sandy Loam Graund
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Quantitative assessments
real analyzes

WEAVING EVALUATION

EVALUATION OF THE TEXTURE OF THE SOIL by touch
Take a tablespoon of soil (possibly sieved to about 2 mm, in order to
exclude the presence of skeleton) and moisten it slowly with water
until it is as moldable as possible and, in some cases, even sticky. If
necessary, add more water from time to time, but not
arrive at dripping or fluidification.
During mixing, the ground between the fingers gives the sensation
of being: grainy 1
silky or mellow 3
sticky 7
none of these 1
(1) If trying to make a ball, rolling the soil between the palms of the
hands (without using the fingers),
the ball does not "hold" SANDY SOIL
the ball “holds”, but with difficulty SANDY LOAM GROUND
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Quantitative assessments
real analyzes

pH

QUICK METHOD (with indicator papers): put 10-15 g of soil in a plastic cup and,
stirring with a plastic rod, add water to create a veil of liquid on the surface of
the soil. Leave to rest for 2 minutes and then put the indicator paper in contact
with the liquid and read the color.

pH = 8
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Quantitative assessments
real analyzes

pH

QUICK METHOD (with portable pH meter): weigh 10 g of sieved soil at
2 mm and add 25 ml of deionized water. Mix for 30 seconds. Leave to
rest for 5 minutes. Mix again, immerse the electrode in the mixture and
wait for the value on the display to stabilize to read the pH

pH = 7,70
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Conclusions

From the OBSERVATIONS carried out it is clear that the soil structure is
granular and lumpy, little carbonate, has a moderate ability to absorb
and let water and air pass, the presence of dispersed aggregates
determines that there are no high quantities of sulfur oxides and iron
and kaolinites. From the color it is assumed the presence of ghetite and
gipsite.
The granulometric ANALYSIS indicate the presence of a mediumtextured soil, workable even if dry and humid. The alkaline pH
establishes the presence of calcium phosphates and identifies a low
availability of microelements.
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